
JENNIFER COLLIER
Year 9 home learning project.

Lessons 8 -19



HOW LONG SHOULD I SPEND ON EACH 
TASK?

You should be following your timetable of 40 minutes a week.
More instructions are on the guide sheet in the YEAR 9 folder where you got this PowerPoint from. 
However you may find that you want to spend longer on a task… this is absolutely fine, quality is 

always better than quality.

Use this as a time guide:
Week 1- 7 complete the individual lesson tasks in the Year 9 folder.
Week 8 – 1st June - Scavenger hunt.
Week 9 – 8th June - Jennifer Collier title page.
Week 10/ 11 – 15th & 22nd June - Artist research page; Collier
Week 12/ 13 – 29th June - Camera drawing.
Week 14 – 6th July - House making.
Week 15 – 13th July - Rose making.
Week 16/17 20th July - Independent artist research; artist of your choice.



On the next slide read the information about the 
artist- Jennifer collier

Look at the images and decide what you think 
about her work.

How does she make it? 
Do you like it??



Jennifer Collier is an innovative 

textiles and crafts artist who 

uses a combination of natural 

and found materials.

Through methods of weaving, 

waxing, bonding, fusing, 

trapping, embedding and 

stitching she creates unusual 

materials, which are then 

developed into garments and 

accessories.

She often utilises plastics, papers 

and fabrics in her pieces of work 

which gives them a new dimension 

and communicates ideas about 

recycling, as well as themes exploring 

the body.

Trapped between the Layers 

Jennifer Collier 



A little about the artist..
•Collier is a widely celebrated mixed media artist, she uses a 
vast range of materials and different processes.

• She has her own studio space called Studio 24 and runs 
workshops that are very popular; she teaches people how to 
create her style of work. You may want to have a look at her 
Instagram pages: paperjennifer and unittwelve.

•Collier bases her work on vintage household objects (clothing, 
kitchen objects, etc.) she remakes these, focusing on 
interesting mixed media aesthetics.



Some more images 
of Jennifer colliers 

work....



This is an 
image of 

what 
Jennifer 

colliers art 
studio looks 

like.



This is the 
artist in 

her studio 
making 

and 
creating 
work.



Lesson 8 - Scavenger hunt!

Go around your house/ bedroom and try to locate some
collaging materials, you will use these for a title page.
Some examples of things to look for are listed below;

◦ Vintage tags/label tags
◦ Patterned wallpaper/ wrapping paper
◦ Buttons/embellishments
◦ Maps
◦ Letter envelopes
◦ Stamps
◦ newspapers
◦ Patterned papers
◦ Feathers/ pressed flowers?
◦ Playing cards
◦ Old photos



Lesson 9- make a Jennifer collier title 
page.

Some examples of 
students Jennifer 

Collier title pages.. 

This is the kind of 
thing I would like 

you to make. 

Instructions and 
success criteria are 
on the next slide!



Jennifer collier title page instructions

1) gather together your found materials. Begin tearing small 
sections of these materials so that you can collage 
them together.

2) Fold a piece of A4 card/paper in half. Begin gluing down 
and arranging your torn pieces of materials. Eventually the 
whole of your piece of paper should be covered.

3) Once you have glued down all your pieces of materials 
you should then coffee stain it. To do this pour some coffee 
granules into a small container. Apply a small amount of hot 
water to the granules and mix the coffee in to a dark paste.

4) using a paint brush, brush the coffee over your collaged 
title page.



Feedback
What went well?
• Did you show a good variety of materials/ imagery 

on your front cover?

• Does it  represent you in some way- did you write 
your name on the cover, use imagery that 
represents your interests?

• Did you ?ear and collage your materials with small 
pieces that are well layered and overlapped when 
glued down.

Challenge, even better if; decorate your cover with 
biro drawings of roses, butterflies, feathers, leaves, 
vintage objects etc.



• This is a student 
example of a Jennifer 
collier artists page.

• This is the kind of thing 
you will be making.

• On the next slide is 
another student 
example, followed by 
instructions for this 
task.

L10 & 11 - Jennifer Collier artist reseach page



Jennifer collier artists pages-student 
examples



Your Artist Research page should include:
A colourful background ( linked to the artist)

A title with the Artists name 

The pictures of the artists work 

The factual information about your artist

Use the question sheet to include:
- An analysis of what you think about the artwork (colour/form/ line/ shape/ pattern/ 
texture/ tone).
- Your opinion of the Artists work overall and how cleverly do you think they use 
insects in their work?

Then you must create:
A response to the Artist (a drawing or piece of art influenced by the Artists work) 
Your Evaluation of the response (WWW, EBI)

Factual 
information 
about the 
Artist
………………………
.. 

Your opinion of the artists work 
……………………….. 

Your evaluation 
of your piece of 
artwork in the 
artists style….

Task: 
To create an Artist research page based around the artist Jennifer Collier. 
• Think of an exciting pattern that you can decorate the page with which would represent the artists style – eg. Collage and 

coffee staining. 
• You should research this artist yourselves and find out information about her and find images of her work. 
• You should then write your opinion of her work – do you like/dislike it? Why? 

Artist research task Jennifer Collier

 Example of page 
layout

Present your analysis and independent research on an artist page.

http://www.jennifercollier.co.uk/

http://www.jennifercollier.co.uk/


A. What can you see?

1. Has the artist used colour? How?

E. Do you like the artwork? Why? Why not?

3. Has the artist used shape? How?

B. What is the mood of the artwork?

6.  Has the artist used form? How?

C. What is the subject of the artwork?

D. What media has the artwork been made in? 

4. Has the artist used texture? How?

5. Has the artist used tone? How?

2. Has the artist used line? How?

Mood- The way the artwork makes you feel.
Media- the materials used to make the artwork. For example Paint, Photography or sculpture.
Colour- Artist use this to illustrate to mood in a piece of work or create focus.
Line- The basis of a piece of artwork; the line creates the shapes in a piece of art.
Shape- The two dimensional shapes in a piece of art.
Texture- The surface quality of the work (optically and physically through touch)
Tone- The recording of light  (light and dark).
Form- A three dimensional shape

Jennifer Collier

Complete an artist investigation question sheet



Making your Jennifer collier artist 
page.

◦ Make your work on 

an A4 page.

◦ Create a title 

saying 'Jennifer 

collier' - draw out 

letters in pencil from 
the font sheets to 

help you. Once 

they are drawn 

out use a black pen 

to outline them/ fill 

them in.



Feedback: Jennifer Collier artist page
◦ What went well?

◦ Did you;

◦ Include a variety of artist images?

◦ Draw an accurate title? Does the style of the lettering reflect the artist?

◦ Create a suitable background?

◦ Include some small studies?

◦ Consider your layout?

◦ Does your research reflect the style of the artists’ work?

◦ Even better if…

◦ Could you use a greater variety of media?

◦ Are you able to analyse the artist and express your opinion using specific vocabulary?



Lesson 12 & 13 - Jennifer collier 
observational camera drawing.



Terminology associated with 
observational drawing.

◦ Outline 

◦ Tone 

◦ Shadow

◦ Direction of line

◦ Detail

◦ Highlights

◦ Reflections

◦ Pressure 

◦ 3D

◦ 2D



Jennifer collier camera drawing 
instructions

• Use the camera 
outlines here to 
help you sketch 

out the basic 
camera outline
on to A5 paper. 
• Use a sharp 

pencil and 
sketch lightly 
making sure 
shapes are 
accurate.

Step 1) Step 2)



Jennifer collier camera drawing 
instructions

Step 3) Step 4)• After you have drawn the 
outline you need begin to 
add tone with your pencil 

(dark and light) you 
should look at the 

Jennifer collier camera to 
do this (guidance on tone 

in the next slide).

• Add and include torn 
map, newspaper or book 

pages to your camera.

• Finally put some detail in 
to your drawing.



Dark                                    Contrast                                    Light  

Blending

Dark Tone       Mid
-

Tone 
Light Tone     







Feedback
Observational camera drawing

◦ Did you:

◦ Draw your outline lightly on A5 cartridge paper?

◦ Stick down your torn bits of patterned paper/ map 

paper/ book pages etc?

◦ Plot in your tones. Dark, mid and light?

◦ Begin with your light tones, then mid and dark.

◦ Did you gradually blend these. Showing a smooth 

transition

◦ Work in fine details and highlights after?

Even better if…

◦ Your drawing is well proportioned

◦ There is a high level of detail



Lesson 13-making a Jennifer collier 
style 3D house



Lesson 14- how to make a Jennifer 
collier style house- instructions.

1) Go online 
to http://www.unittwelve.co.uk/index.htm

2) Click the icon that says 'free makes'

3) Click 'mini paper house instructions 
download here'. There is also a video to 
show you how to make the house that you 
can watch.

http://www.unittwelve.co.uk/index.htm


Lesson 14- instructions continued
◦ 4) Follow the instructions and the you tube video which 

should look like this-



Feedback – Paper House
What went well?
Did you:
Cut and assemble accurately 
Are your edges refined?

Even better if…
You create your own net and construct 
Design your own paper



L14-instructions video link

◦https://youtu.be/FynwpHBkYAI

◦Please email your teacher photos of your 
lovely creations on my school email! We 
would love to see what you make! 
Victoria.Robinson@brineleas.co.uk or 
rachel.white@brineleas.co.uk

https://youtu.be/FynwpHBkYAI
mailto:Victoria.Robinson@brineleas.co.uk
mailto:rachel.white@brineleas.co.uk


Lesson 15- making paper roses



Lesson 15 - Paper rose instructions.

1) Go online 
to http://www.unittwelve.co.uk/index.htm

2) click the icon that says 'free makes'

3) click 'paper rose instructions download 
here'. There is also a video to show you how 
to make the house that you can watch.

http://www.unittwelve.co.uk/index.htm


L15 - Paper roses instructions

◦ Video link-

https://youtu.be/hvcTqjhAJS4

https://youtu.be/hvcTqjhAJS4




Feedback – Paper Roses

What went well?
Did you;
Follow the instructions carefully?
Use a variety of papers?

Even better if…
You create your own papers to use
Create a range of sizes



Lesson 16 & 17- Independent Artist Research

◦ Spend some time researching an artist who creates artwork using only found or 

recycled materials- nothing that is purchased from a shop. Once you have found two 

artists you like make an artist’s research page on them. This can be completed in an IT 

format or by hand, but it has to include images of the artist’s work and a written 

analysis. Remember how you have been taught to do these in class.

◦ Complete some sketches of the artist’s work. Once you have sketched some of the 

work you should use different materials to add colour to them; collage, colour pencils, 

watercolours, biros etc.

◦ Present this work in an exciting format that represents the artists style- think about the 

title font, consider background colours etc.

◦ Artist suggestions; Betty Pepper, Hiroshi Fuji, Jean Shin and Patianne Stevenson.



Feedback – Artist Research
Think about how successful your Jennifer Collier research was for this week’s lesson.

Think about what went well…

Did you use the set criteria for the elements you had to include on your pages?

Do your pages demonstrate a variety of images?

Is your layout creative? Is it original?

Is it well constructed? Have you taken time to draw the title lettering and studies carefully? 

Even better if…
Could you use a more difficult media to add colour to your studies?

Could you add personal opinion about the artist?

Did you use the style of JC to present your information?
Did you create an exciting background?



Artists who use recycled materials…


